National Cyber Drill 2021
BGD e-GOV CIRT is proud to present 2021 National Cyber Drill.
We are very thrilled to announce that, again we have been arranging a challenging event for
preparing future Cyber Security professionals for enhancing our capability to prevent
continuous growing cyber security threat.
Your login to BGD e-GOV CIRT National Cyber Drill 2021 online platform is treated as,
you accepted all the rules of engagement.
The purpose of this drill is to provide the impression about real life cyber security event or
incident. Challenges require use of hands-on skills, tools and provide real targets, real
memory captures and challenging analysis scenarios. The participants shall analyze the
relevant artifacts and find the hidden flags. We shall provide all the artifacts in our portal but
for the large file (VM, Forensic image or other large file) we shall create the download link
and provide prior the drill date.
Rule of Engagement
1. All participants shall register in our platform using the registration guideline (Hyper
Link for Registration Guideline). Participants from any organization can a team and
all participants play as a team. All member can submit the flag but remember all
problem has limited submission attempt.
2. All communication conducted through this particular email address
(cyberrange@cirt.gov.bd). You are requested to allow email communication from
this email address for the test date and drill date. We are also using Discord as instant
messaging during drill day for general discussion.
3. We shall conduct a pre-event communication test on 09 December 2021 on 3:00PM04:00PM. The meeting link shall be provide to registered email. All registered
participants received the meeting link.
4. Participants may use any tools including those find in the internet.
5. Problem solving and winning against targets with creativity is the goal.
6. It is strictly forbidden to perform any kind of Denial of Service or any other
unwanted actions against the servers or associated infrastructure.
7. Do not try to brute force the flag submission system.
8. Do not perform any unwanted actions against other teams/members.
9. Do not try to exchange flags/write-ups/hints of the challenges during the competition
with other teams participating or other external entities.
10. Do not distribute the content of the CTF (the challenges) to third party entities for
help.
11. Any violation of these terms will automatically disqualify the player/team from the
competition.
12. These rules of engagement for the event are displayed and must be accepted when the
participant join the event.

DELCLAIMER: The drill is only for educational purpose, BGD e-GOV CIRT will not be
responsible for any damage or harm caused by participating or misuse of these event.

